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Early mediaeval arrows discovered 
in Sylvanian Basin (Romania)

Dan Băcueţ-Crişan
Muzeul județean de istorie și artă Zalău 
bacuetz@yahoo.com

Abstract: The area in discussion is known as Sylvanian Basin or the Central Sylvanian Basin. As known, 
the early mediaeval archaeological sites are characterized by the dominant presence of artefacts made   of 
clay (ceramics). However, archaeological contexts resulted at the end of the research, offered, although in 
a very limited quantity, other artifacts made   of different materials: bone, stone, metal. 
A special group, belonging to the category of artifacts made   of metal, is the group of the arrows, pieces 
that appear rarely in early mediaeval inventories. In Sylvanian Basin, are known so far 15 exemplaries 
-all made   of iron – discovered in five settlements and three fortresses. The early medieval arrows from 
Sylvanian Basin were discovered during several types of archaeological research: surface, systematic and 
rescue. The archaeological sites from which these arrows come from, cover a large chronological area that 
stretches from the middle of the VIIth century until XIIIth–XIVth centuries.

Keywords: Early Middle Age, arrows, Sylvanian Basin, typological classification, chronology

a. Geography. Motivation

The existence of several studies related to Northwestern Romania in the early mediaeval 
period determined me to straighten my attention to a smaller geographical area, which 
is also a part of the Northwestern Romanian territory (pl. I/a-b).

The area in discussion is known as Sylvanian Basin or the Central Sylvanian Basin1. Geographical 
boundaries are drawn in Northwest by Culmea Sălajului, in East by Meseş Mountains and in West by 
Plopiş Mountains and Silvania Hills (pl. I/c).

Fig. 1. Sylvanian Basin map.

1 Morariu/Sorocovschi 1972, 27; Mac / Idu 1992, 39.
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Unfortunately, the archaeological research done so far on early mediaeval period still have a lim-
ited character, thus the accumulated knowledge has an appropriate level. Besides the fact that new 
research has been made in only a few objectives, not few are the cases in which in the case of the older 
excavations the results have not been published yet2.

Of the 93 archaeological sites discovered so far in Sylvanian Basin, dating from the VIIth –XIth 

centuries, only 35 were excavated (surveys, systematic, rescue research).

Fig. 2. Sylvanian Basin. Archaeological findings from second half of VIIth–XIth centuries (after Băcueț-Crişan 2014).

Of those 35 sites excavated by various archaeological diggings, 21 sites are dated to the second half 
of the VIIth – first half of the Xth centuries and 14 sites – in the second half of the Xth–XIth centuries3.

Fig. 3. Sylvanian Basin. Excavated sites, dated in the second half of VIIth–XIth centuries (after Băcueț-Crişan 2014).

2 Băcueţ-Crişan 2014, 17.
3 Băcueţ-Crişan 2014, 23, 53.
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As known, the early mediaeval archaeological sites are characterized by the dominant presence 
of artefacts made   of clay (ceramics). However, archaeological contexts resulted at the end of the re-
search, offered, although in a very limited quantity, other artifacts made   of different materials: bone, 
stone, metal.

A special group, belonging to the category of artifacts made   of metal, is the group of the arrows, 
pieces that appear rarely in early mediaeval inventories. In Sylvanian Basin, are known so far 15 ex-
emplaries – all made   of iron – discovered in five settlements and three fortresses (pl. II)4.

NR. CRT. NAME TYPE NUMBER OF PIECES
1 Popeni „Pe pogor” settlement 1
2 Cuceu „Valea Bochii” settlement 2
3 Aghireş „Sub păşune” settlement 5
4 Marca „Sfărăuaş” I settlement 1

5 Zalău „Piața Agroalimentară 
Centrală” settlement 1

6 Şimleu Silvaniei „Observator” fortress 3

7 Giurtelecu Şimleului „Coasta lui 
Damian” fortress? 1

8 Ortelec „Cetate” fortress 1
Fig. 4. Type of sites and number of the arrows.

b. Artifacts description
The early medieval arrows from Sylvanian Basin were discovered during several types of archaeo-

logical research: surface, systematic and rescue.
1. The settlement from Popeni „Pe pogor” (second half of the VIIth – first half of the VIIIth centu-

ries). In 1979 an iron arrow was recovered from an area destroyed by plowing, an thorned three-leaf-
shaped iron arrow5 (pl. III/3). 

2. The settlement from Cuceu „Valea Bochii” (second half of the VIIIth – first half of the IXth cen-
turies). The channel dugged in 1978 to bring water from Somes to Zalău city divided a house in which 
an socketed two-leaf-shaped iron arrow6 (pl. IV/3). 

3. The settlement from Cuceu „Valea Bochii” (second half of the VIIIth – first half of IXth centu-
ries). In dwelling L. 2/1999 was discovered an thorned three-leaf-shaped iron arrow7 (pl. III/2). 

4. The settlement from Aghireş „Sub păşune” (XIIIth–XIVth centuries). In feature C 30/2008 
(dwelling) was discovered an small thorned romboid iron arrow8 (pl. III/7). 

5. The settlement from Aghireş „Sub păşune” (second half of the Xth – early XIth centuries). In 
feature C 35/2008 (household) was discovered an long thorned triangular iron arrow9 (pl. III/4). 

6. The settlement from Aghireş „Sub păşune” (VIIIth – beginning/first half of IXth centuries). In 
feature C 68/2008 (dwelling?) was discovered an thorned simple-leaf-shaped iron arrow10 (pl. III/8). 

7. The settlement from Aghireş „Sub păşune” (VIIIth – beginning/first half of IXth centuries). In fea-
ture C 72/2008 (household?) was discovered an socketed simple-leaf-shaped iron arrow11 (pl. IV/5). 

8. The settlement from Aghireş „Sub păşune” (second half of the Xth – early XIth centuries). The 
short thorned triangular iron arrow12, comes from the living level/layer (pl. III/5). 

4 Please note that we only consider the arrows already published in the literature. We do not exclude the possibility of other 
findings, older, but unpublished.
5 Băcueţ-Crişan 2006, pl. 7/1.
6 Băcueţ-Crişan 2006, pl. 44/1.
7 Băcueţ-Crişan 2006, pl. 64/6.
8 Băcueţ-Crişan et al. 2009, pl. 179/3.
9 Băcueţ-Crişan et al. 2009, pl. 191/7.
10 Băcueţ-Crişan et al. 2009, pl. 266/8.
11 Băcueţ-Crişan et al. 2009, pl. 266/9.
12 At the time of discovery it was considered that the artifact is a small iron chisel (Băcueţ-Crişan et al. 2009, 56, pl. 266/10), 
but after restoration, we noticed that in fact, the artifact is an arrow (Băcueţ-Crişan 2014, pl. 82/4). The piece was found into 
the layer, when drawing the traces of the dwelling C. 71/2008 (VIIIth–IXth centuries) and did not belong to the inventory of 
this dwelling! The arrow is post dwelling C. 71/2008 and belongs to the housing level/layer from X–XIth centuries.
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NR. CRT. NAME TYPE CHRONOLOGY

1 Popeni „Pe pogor” settlement second half of the VIIth – first half of the VIIIth 

centuries

2 Cuceu „Valea Bochii” settlement second half of the VIIIth – first half of the IXth 

centuries

3 Aghireş „Sub păşune” settlement

VIIIth – beginning/
first half of the IXth centuries
– second half of the Xth – beginning of the XIth 

centuries
– XIIIth–XIVth centuries

4 Marca „Sfărăuaş” I settlement second half of VIIth century
5 Zalău „Piața Agroalimentară Centrală” settlement XIth–XIIIth centuries
6 Şimleu Silvaniei „Observator” fortress first half of the Xth century
7 Giurtelecu Şimleului „Coasta lui Damian” fortress? Xth–XIth centuries
8 Ortelec „Cetate” fortress XIth century

Fig. 5. Sites chronology in which the arrows were discovered. 

9. The settlement from Marca „Sfărăuaş” I (second half of the VIIth century). In feature C. 32/2012 
(household) was discovered an thorned three-leaf-shaped iron arrow13 (pl. III/1). 

10. The settlement from Zalău „Piața Agroalimentară Centrală” (XIth–XIIIth centuries). In feature 
C. 67/2011 (dwelling) was discovered an thorned simple-leaf-shaped iron arrow14 (pl. III/9). 

11. The fortress from Şimleu Silvaniei „Observator” (Xth century). An socketed two-leaf-shaped 
iron arrow15 found in trench S. 1/1994 research campaign from1995 (pl. IV/2). 

12. The fortress from Şimleu Silvaniei „Observator” (Xth century). An socketed two-leaf-shaped 
iron arrow16 found in trench S. 1/1994 – research campaign from 1994 (pl. IV/1). 

13. The fortress from Şimleu Silvaniei „Observator” (Xth century). An socketed two-leaf-shaped, 
twisted rod, iron arrow17 discovered during the research campaign from 2000 (pl. IV/4).

14. Giurtelecu Şimelului „Coasta lui Damian” (Xth–XIth centuries). An big thorned romboid iron 
arrow18 (pl. III/6) discovered in 1998, during systematic research into a prehistoric site. The arrow 
was discovered into a defensive ditch dated into the dacians time, a ditch that might have been used 
in the early mediaeval era19.

15. The fortress from Ortelec „Cetate” (XIth century). In trench S. IV/1980 at a depth of 0, 30-0, 
35 m there was discovered an socketed simple-leaf-shaped iron arrow20 (pl. IV/6). 

NR. CRT. NAME TYPE
1 Popeni „Pe pogor” destroyed feature
2 Cuceu „Valea Bochii” destroyed feature, dwelling
3 Aghireş „Sub păşune” dwellings, households, level/layer
4 Marca „Sfărăuaş” I household 
5 Zalău „Piața Agroalimentară Centrală” dwelling 
6 Şimleu Silvaniei „Observator” fortified enclosure
7 Giurtelecu Şimleului „Coasta lui Damian” fortification ditch
8 Ortelec „Cetate” fortified enclosure

Fig. 6. Type of sites in which the arrows were discovered.

13 Unpublished. Archaeological research results are still in process.
14 Unpublished. Archaeological research results are still in process. See the report on rescue excavations in Băcueţ-Crişan 
/ Pripon 2012, 260–261.
15 Pop et al. 2006, pl. 17/8.
16 Pop et al. 2006, pl. 14/7.
17 Pop et al. 2006, pl. 21/4.
18 Băcueţ-Crişan 2000, fig. III.
19 Băcueţ-Crişan 2014, 126.
20 Cosma 2000, 473, fig. 7/2; Cosma 2002, 150, 210, pl. 182/10.
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c. Typological classification proposal 
To classify in a typologically manner these artifacts we intend, in the first place, to pursue the fix-

ing of the iron arrow on the wooden rod and then the formal characteristics of the iron tip.
So, based on the fixing type there are two main categories:
– A Category. Thorned arrows.
– B Category. Socketed arrows.
After separating the two main categories, following the formal characteristics of the pieces, each 

category has several variants/subtypes.
Given the formal characteristics, the arrows from A Category can be classified into:
– Type A. I. Thorned three-leaf-shaped iron arrow. Discovered into the settlements from Popeni 

„Pe pogor”, Cuceu „Valea Bochii” and Marca „Sfărăuaş” I.
– Type A. II. Thorned triangular (long or short) iron arrow. Discovered into the settlement from 

Aghireş „Sub păşune”. 
– Type A. III. Thorned romboid (big or small) iron arrow. Variants/Subypes: big (discovered at 

Giurtelecu Şimleului „Coasta lui Damian”), small (discovered at Aghireş „Sub păşune”). 
– Type A. IV. Thorned simple-leaf-shaped iron arrow. Discovered at Aghireş „Sub păşune” and 

Zalău „Piața Agroalimentară Centrală”. 
Given the formal characteristics, the arrows from B Category can be classified into:
– Type B. I. Socketed two-leaf-shaped iron arrow. Variants/Subtypes: long and usual rod (discov-

ered at Popeni „Pe pogor” and into the fortress from Şimleu Silvaniei „Observator”), long and twisted 
rod (discovered into the fortress from Şimleu Silvaniei „Observator”).

– Type B. II. Socketed simple-leaf-shaped iron arrow (small leaf, long rod). Discovered at Aghireş 
„Sub păşune”.

– Type B. III. Socketed simple-leaf-shaped iron arrow (big leaf, short rod). Discovered at Ortelec „Cetate”.

d. Reports to other typological classifications
The archaeological results show that the arrows from A.I. type have been used between the VIth–

IXth centuries, on a large scale21, the VIIth–VIIIth centuries representing in fact the maximum spread 
of this type of arrow22, the long and narrow thorned three-leaf-shaped arrows being characteristic 
especially to IXth century23. The arrows belonging to type A.II and A.III have very good analogies in 
the Hungarian warriors necropolis from Xth–XIth centuries from Hungary24. On a large scale were used 
also the type B.I. arrows, during the VIIth–XII/XIIIth centuries25.

Comparing the proposed classification – for the arrows discovered in Sylvanian Basin – with the 
classification proposed by A.N. Kirpičnikov for the arrows from Russia (IXth–XVth centuries)26 we find 
the following correspondence:

– Type A. II. (Băcueţ-Crişan) = Type II (Kirpičnikov).
– Type. A. III. (Băcueţ-Crişan) = Type VI (Kirpičnikov).
– Type A. IV. (Băcueţ-Crişan) = Type VII (Kirpičnikov).
– Type B.I. (Băcueţ-Crişan) = Type IX (Kirpičnikov).
– Type B. II. (Băcueţ-Crişan) = possible Type XIII (Kirpičnikov).
Comparing the proposed classification – for the arrows discovered in Sylvanian Basin – with the 

classification proposed by A. Nadolski for the arrows from Poland (X–XII centuries)27 we find the fol-
lowing correspondence:

– Type. A. III. (Băcueţ-Crişan) = Type III (Nadolski).
– Type A. IV. (Băcueţ-Crişan) = Type III (Nadolski).

21 Stanciu / Matei 1994, 140; Ruttkay 1976, 331.
22 Stanciu / Matei 1994, 141.
23 Fiedler 1992, 217.
24 Istvánovits 2003, 314, 334.
25 Kraskovská 1972, 150; Török 1973, fig. 6/1; Ruttkay 1976, 327–328; Budinský-Krička / Točik 1991, pl. XXI–XXII, XXXII, 
XXXIX, XLII, XLVII; Hilczer-Kurnatowska / Kara 1994, 131; POPOVIĆ 1999, fig. 219/1; Bláha 2001, 54.
26 Kirpičnikov 1986, tab. XIII.
27 Nadolski 1954, 270–272, Tab. XXX–XXXII.
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– Type B.I. (Băcueţ-Crişan) = posibil Type II (Nadolski).
– Type B. II. (Băcueţ-Crişan) = posibil Type II (Nadolski).
Comparing the proposed classification – for the arrows discovered in Sylvanian Basin – with 

the classification proposed by A. Ruttkay for the arrows from Slovakia (IXth – first half of the XIVth 

centuries)28 we find the following correspondence:
– Type A. I. (Băcueţ-Crişan) = Type B. 6. (Ruttkay)
– Type A. II. (Băcueţ-Crişan) = Type B. 4. (Ruttkay).
– Type. A. III. (Băcueţ-Crişan) = Type B. 2. (Ruttkay).
– Type A. IV. (Băcueţ-Crişan) = Type B. 1 (Ruttkay).
– Type B.I. (Băcueţ-Crişan) = Type A. 1. (Ruttkay).
– Type B. II. (Băcueţ-Crişan) = Type A. 5. (Ruttkay).
– Type B. III. (Băcueţ-Crişan) = Type A. 7. (Ruttkay)
Following the classifications proposed by A. Ruttkay, but this time for the arrows dated during the 

Great Moravia (IXth century)29, we find the following correspondence:
– Type A. I. (Băcueţ-Crişan) = Type. IX. (Ruttkay)
– Type A. II. (Băcueţ-Crişan) = Type. VII. (Ruttkay).
– Type. A. III. (Băcueţ-Crişan) = Type. VI. (Ruttkay).
– Type A. IV. (Băcueţ-Crişan) = Type. V (Ruttkay).
– Type B.I. (Băcueţ-Crişan) = Type. I. (Ruttkay).
– Type B. II. (Băcueţ-Crişan) = Type. II. (Ruttkay).
– Type ip B. III. (Băcueţ-Crişan) = Type. IV. (Ruttkay)

e. Historical and archaeological considerations. Conclusions
So far, 15 iron arrows were discovered in Sylvanian Basin. They were discovered as a result of sys-

tematic or rescue excavations. Regarding the type of the site from which they come from, 10 arrows 
come from settlements and 5 arrows were discovered in fortresses. Archaeological features from wich 
they come from are also of several types: houses, households. The archaeological sites from which 
these arrows come from, cover a large chronological area that stretches from the middle of the VIIth 

century until XIIIth–XIVth centuries.

Fig. 7. Sylvanian Basin. Arrows datable in the Middle and Late Avar Khaganate.

28 Ruttkay 1976, 327, abb. 54.
29 Ruttkay 1982, 177, tab. II.
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Archaeological realities captured here shows that Sylvanian Basin was on the fringes of the gepids 
world30 and outside the area occupied by the early avars31.

Analyzing the arrows findings in Sylvanian Basin on the chronological stages, we observe the fol-
lowing situations:

– the arrows discovered at Popeni „Pe pogor”, Cuceu „Valea Bochii”, Marca „Sfărăuaş” I, Aghireş 
„Sub păşune” (VIIIth–IXth centuries) are dated between the middle of the VIIth century and first half of 
IXth century, a horizon that characterizes the Middle and Late Avar Khaganate.

– the arrows discovered into the fortress from Şimleu Silvaniei „Observator” are dated in the first 
half of the Xth century, a post Avar Khaganate stage and before/ante the Hungarians came into the area.

Fig. 8. Sylvanian Basin. Arrows datable in the post Avar Khaganate stage and before/ante the Hungarians came into the area.

– the arrows discovered at Aghireş „Sub păşune”, datable in the second half of the Xth – beginning 
of the XIth centuries (and the arrow discovered at Giurtelecu Şimleului „Coasta lui Damian”) can be 
attributed to the first inclusions of the Hungarians into the area, not earlier than the middle of the Xth 

century, as the archaeological findings show. 

Fig. 9. Sylvanian Basin. Arrows attributed to the first inclusions of the Hungarians into the area.

30 Stanciu 2011, 68.
31 Stanciu 2011, 87.
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– the arrow discovered into the fortress from Ortelec „Cetate” and the other discovered at Zalau 
„Piața Agroalimentară Centrală” and Aghireş „Sub păşune” (XIIIth–XIVth centuries) are dated during 
the Hungarian Kingdom.

Fig. 10. Sylvanian Basin. Arrows dated during the Hungarian Kingdom.

Following the geographical order of the early mediaeval arrows from Sylvanian Basin, we noticed 
that they come from strategically placed locations, on the main routes of travel (valleys/river course), 
in the major crossing points or power centers or near them:

– from Barcău and Crasna rivers (or their branches).
– in the major crossing points: Marca „Sfărăuaş” I – where Barcău river leaves the last branches 

of Plopiş Mountains; the settlements from Popeni „Pe pogor”, Cuceu „Valea Bochii”, Aghireş „Sub 
păşune” and fortress from „Cetate” next to the Meseş Gate (Porta Mesesina).

– in the power centers or near them: the arrows from Şimleu Silvaniei „Observator” (power cen-
tre) and the one from Giurtelecu Şimleului „Coasta lui Damian”. 

Fig. 11. Sylvanian Basin. Placing the settlements in which the arrows were discovered and their categories.
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Corroborating the datings regarding the sites from which arrows come from and the classification 
we proposed, now we can track what types and subtypes were used in different chronological stages 
(pl. VI):

A Category
– Type A. I. = middle of the VIIth century, second half of the VIIth – first half of the VIIIth centuries, 

second half of the VIIIth – first half of the IXth centuries.
– Type A. II. = second half of the Xth – beginning of the XIth centuries.
– Type A. III. = second half of the Xth – beginning of the XIth centuries, XIIIth–XIVth centuries.
– Type A. IV. = VIIIth – beginning/first half of the IXth centuries, XIth–XIIIth centuries.
B Category
– Type B. I. = second half of the VIIIth – first half of the IXth centuries, first half of the Xth century.
– Type B. II. = VIIIth – beginning/first half of the IXth centuries.
– Type B. III. = XIth century.
One aspect that is not yet fully clarified is related to the concrete way of using these arrows: which 

of these were for hunting and which were for fighting? Some types were from the beginning destinated 
for fighting, but we believe that in difficult situations, all kinds of arrows could be used in fighting. 
Also, we suppose that in the case of the arrows used for hunting, there is a certain classification, re-
lated to the type of hunting.

According to the typological classification mentioned above, in Sylvanian Basin, the thorned iron 
arrows (A Category) are of several types than the socketed iron arrows (B Category). The thorned iron 
arrows are more than the socketed iron arrows. 

Certainly, the proposed classification for the arrows discovered in Sylvanian Basin can be im-
proved. Such a classification is useful in the analysis and internal classification of archaeological ma-
terial discovered into the site (settlement, cemetery, fortress), there can be studied the chronological 
evolution of this type of artifact and can complete other classification systems established for other 
artifacts. The considerations and conclusions expressed above refers only to the discoveries from 
Sylvanian Basin and are based on current state of research in the area. 

Translated by Cătălina Opriş-Crişan
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Pl. I. The Sylvanian Basin map.
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Pl.  III. Sylvanian Basin. Arrows (A Category) discovered at: Marca „Sfărăuaş” I (1), Cuceu „Valea Bochii” (2), 
Popeni „Pe pogor” (3), Aghireş „Sub păşune” (4–5, 7–8), Giurtelecu Şimleului „Coasta lui Damian” (6), Zalău „Piața 
Agroalimentară Centrală” (9) (2–3 after Băcueț-Crişan 2006; 4–5, 7–8 after Băcueț-Crişan et al. 2009; 6 after 
Băcueț-Crişan 2000).
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Pl.  IV. Sylvanian Basin. Arrows (B Category) discovered at: Şimleu Silvaniei „Observator” (1–2, 4), Cuceu „Valea 
Bochii” (3), Aghireş „Sub păşune” (5), Ortelec „Cetate” (6) (1–2, 4 after Pop et al. 2006; 3 after Băcueț-Crişan 2006; 5 
after Băcueț-Crişan et al. 2009; 6 after Cosma 2002).
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Pl. V. Sylvanian Basin. Arrows discovered in the settlement from Aghireş „Sub păşune” – photo (after Băcueț-Crişan 
2014).
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